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Abstract-As a robust media representation technique, video hashing is frequently used in near-duplicate detection, video authentication, and antipiracy search. Distortions to a video may include spatial modifications to each frame, temporal de-synchronization, and joint spatio-temporal attacks.
To address the increasingly difficult case of finding videos under spatio-temporal modifications, we propose a new framework called two-stage video hashing. First, an efficient automatic synchronization is achieved using dynamic time warping (DTW) and a complementary video comparison measure is developed based on flow hashing (FH), which is extracted from the synchronized videos. Next, a fusion mechanism called distance boosting is proposed to fuse the information extracted by DTW and FH in a future-proof manner in the sense whenever model retraining is needed, the existing hash vectors do not need to be regenerated. Experiments on real video collections show that such a hash extraction and fusion method enables unprecedented robustness under both spatial and temporal attacks.
Index Terms-Automatic temporal synchronization, flow hashing, distance boosting.
I. INTRODUCTION
V IDEO hashing is a dimensionality reduction technique which transforms a raw video to a compact vector based on which the visual similarities between two videos can be measured. Applications of video hashing include nearduplicate detection, video authentication, anti-piracy search and augmented reality. Robustness against content-preserving distortions is a central requirement of video hashing, and security applications often also require cryptographic key based randomization.
Existing Literature and Motivations of This Paper:
The existing video hashing techniques can be roughly classified into two types. The first type, lower order information methods, extract hash vectors directly from the video frames. The typical methods of this type include Radial hASHing (RASH, [1] ), Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT, [2] ), Centroids of Gradient Orientations (CGO, [3] ) and Temporally Informative Representative Images (TIRI, [4] ). These methods either extract some geometric information such as RASH Manuscript received November 15, 2014; revised February 13, 2015 and March 30, 2015 ; accepted April 13, 2015 . Date of publication April 22, 2015 ; date of current version June 25, 2015 . This work was supported by the National Science Foundation CAREER Grant 60R9. The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Prof. Hitoshi Kiya.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TIFS. 2015.2425362 (which samples each frame using a set of lines centered at the frame's midpoint) and CGO (which computes local gradients), or calculate some transform coefficients (usually discrete cosine transform due to its energy compaction property) like DCT and TIRI. Note that TIRI proposed frame averaging during hash extraction and showed this operation is usually robust to temporal distortions. Although lower order information gained initial success, researchers discovered that higher order information can achieve even better performance. Methods of this type extract hash vectors not directly from video frames, but from correlations between nearby frames. One representative method in this type is HOOF [5] - [8] , where Histogram of Orientations of Optical Flow is used to extract hash vectors. Besides, [9] proposed a near-duplicate detection method to monitor continuous video stream based on video distance trajectory and linear smoothing functions; [10] proposed a correlation-analysis-based detection system; [11] proposed a method called cut signature to enable fast detection; nice surveys of existing near-duplicate detection methods can be seen in [12] and [13] . Other advances include the use of multiple hash vectors to generate binary hash bits using spectral hashing [14] - [16] . A practical challenge with [14] and [16] is that as sufficient number of new videos are added to the database, retraining is needed and all hash vectors must be regenerated. Our goal is instead to develop fusion techniques such that model retraining does not influence existing hashes in the database. The central challenge we seek to overcome is the open problem of temporal desynchronization in video hashing. There have indeed been notable attempts in this direction, namely in [17] and [18] where frame based image hashes can be used to synchronize audio or video. But these techniques invariably require complicated combinatorial optimization and are hence quite expensive. Further, their strategy to normalize the query video to the same length with reference video even after finding correspondence does not seem unique.
Contributions of This Paper:
The central contribution of this paper is a new video hashing paradigm called twofold hashing. The term two fold comes from the fact that we utilize both spatial as well as temporal differences between videos and fuse them in an analytically tractable manner. The overall structure of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 1 . Specifically, the paper makes the following contributions: 1) Incorporate Temporal Synchronization Into Video Hashing Framework: A pre-processing method based on DTW is proposed, which can automatically detect the positions of deleted/inserted frames quickly and reliably synchronize the distorted query video to the same length with the original reference video. Note that the proposed pre-processing is universal in the sense that it can be used together with virtually any robust feature extractor in existing video hashing methods. Complementary to computing DTW based distances, for comparisons of videos under various distortions we employ a realvalued video feature extraction technique called flow hashing (FH), which tries to blend the frame averaging operation in [4] with HOOF in [6] . 2) Distance Boosting: We propose a supervised fusion technique called distance boosting which aims to combine (fuse) the measure given by DTW-based preprocessing and Euclidean distance between FH hashes. We set up distance boosting as an optimization problem that picks the best weights to allocate to each of the DTW and Euclidean distances and show crucially that this optimization can be reduced to a tractable linear program. The hash fusion mechanism of Lv and Wang [16] , which is an adaptation of spectral hashing [19] for image fingerprinting, instead requires an integer programming based optimization problem to be solved. Further, we show that our proposed distance boosting, unlike spectral hashing and its applications [16] , [19] are future-proof in the sense that when re-training is needed over an updated video database, the existing hash vectors do not need to be re-generated. 3) Experimental Insights: Experimental validation on a database of real YouTube Videos shows the merits of our proposal even in the face of severe temporal desynchronization. Overall, in the sense of Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves, our proposal outperforms the state of the art under many challenging spatio-temporal distortions. Remark: We note that DTW has already been used in previous near-duplicate detection methods [20] , [21] . However, the output of DTW consists of two parts: The first part is a similarity measure d DTW ; the second part is correspondence information including warping path w and basic metric matrix D. The existing methods [20] , [21] only utilize the first part d DTW , i.e., they use DTW to measure the similarity of two series of two different lengths. In our algorithm, we utilize both parts: d DTW is utilized in the proposed distance boosting, the warping path w and basic metric matrix D are also used to synchronize the query video to the same length as to the reference video in order to extract FH vectors.
A preliminary version of this work appeared in [22] . Extra work done in the journal version includes: 1) Give the detailed theoretical derivation of the proposed distance boosting and show its equivalence to linear programming; 2) Mathematically analyze the relationship between distance boosting and distance combination, spectral hashing and distance metric learning; 3) Give more substantial experiment to proof the superiority of the proposed system. Note that according to [23] , the encoder of a complete video hashing system consists of two steps: First divide all videos into short videos of the same length, then applying the mapping function φ(·) to each short videos. Certainly in practice, videos can have different lengths and the query may be a duplicate of only a short clip of the reference. What we focus in this paper is the design of mapping function φ(·). The long reference video problem can be handled by a preprocessing step that divides all videos into short videos of the same length, which is equivalent to the common processing method of applying a time window to the videos to extract short clips and shifting the window. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes our algorithm in detail including DTW-based synchronization, flow hashing algorithm and the proposed fusion method distance boosting. Section III describes the relations between the proposed distance boosting and existing work. Section IV gives the experiment verification, which illustrates the benefits of automatic synchronization, why distance boosting works and statistical ROC comparisons. Section V briefly summarizes our contribution and concludes this paper.
II. ALGORITHM FORMULATION

A. DTW-Based Video Synchronization
The central idea of the proposed synchronization is: Extract hash vectors from each frame, model the resulting hash vector as time series, and apply dynamic time warping to synchronize query time series to reference time series. Dynamic time warping [24] - [26] is based on dynamic programming principle [27] , whose central idea is: Given the starting point, the problem of finding the optimal path to an end point is equivalent to first go to an optimal middle point and then find the optimal path starting from that middle point. Specifically, we model two frame-based hash vectors h 
(1) which represents i k 'th frame in the query video corresponds to j k 'th frame in the reference video. An example warping path is shown in Fig. 2 , where the red points (point whose x−coordinate and y−coordinate are increased by 1 simultaneously comparing with the previous point on warping path) are of particular interest since they represent the beginning points of matching intervals that are separated by black dashed lines. DTW solves the following problem:
where D(·, ·) is the basic metric (defined in Step 6 of Algorithm 1 in our scenario). Solving (2) is unfortunately combinatorially explosive; the standard DTW uses some constraints such as monotonicity and continuity to reduce size of search space. Here, monotonicity means that
Continuity means that
As a result, (5) is used to approximate (2):
warping path is optimal until the previous step
The warping path w is computed by the index of the minimizers in (5) backwardly, and
Note that d DTW is not a "metric" strictly because it allows two different points to have zero distance and does not satisfy triangle inequality. But d DTW can measure how close two vectors are in our scenario. DTW has long been known as one of the most powerful ways of comparing time-series of different lengths. Further, recent algorithmic advances ensure that DTW can be computed very fast [28] , [29] . We leverage these merits into developing a video synchronization method as stated in Algorithm 1. Note that in Fig. 1 Fig. 2) ,
, where
i is a frame index in V r . 12: [Extract matching intervals]: From beginning points, extract coordinates of other points in the same matching interval (blues points between the same two dashed lines with each red point in Fig. 2 ), {{x
, B i is the number of points in i 'th interval. 13: for each i ∈ {1, 2, ..., T } do 14 : when we apply the proposed synchronization step to synchronize two videos, it does not matter whether the two videos are visually similar or visually different. For visually different videos, the DTW will yield a rather large distance measure based on the result of the attempted synchronization, which we will exploit later in Section II-C.
B. Robust Representation: Flow Hashing (FH)
The central idea of flow hashing is to blend the frame averaging operation in [4] and HOOF feature in [5] . 
Frame averaging operation is shown to be usually robust to temporal attacks and can also help to reduce hash length [4] ; HOOF is used because the pixel motions, as a higher order information, is one of the most definitive features of a video. Specifically, an optical flow is a vector field, which is a map X from a manifold M to its tangent bundle T M,
There are many methods to compute optical flow [30] - [34] . In our algorithm, M is R 2 and we use [30] to compute optical flow X, which tries to minimize the following functional:
where I . Then, for each pixel (x, y), compute the direction and amplitude of its motion:
A(x, y) .
If ϕ(x, y) belongs to the i 'th bin, then increase the value of i 'th bin by A(x, y). Repeat this procedure for all pixels in the image. The formal steps of FH are described in Algorithm 2. Note that when J is larger, more frames will be averaged to form one TIRI, which will be more robust to temporal distortions at the cost of less discriminability. [35] , [36] , based on registration of two SIFT images via minimizing the following functional:
where S 1 (x, y) denotes the SIFT descriptor of the first image at (x, y), S 2 (x, y) denotes the SIFT descriptor of the second image at (x, y). Comparing (11) with (8), we see that one obvious difference of SIFT flow is that SIFT flow uses SIFT descriptor, instead of pixel value, to do frame registration. Since SIFT descriptor is a more stable descriptor than just pixel value, SIFT flow usually can achieve more robust registration. However, this robustness is achieved at the cost of significantly increasing the single-pixel descriptor length from 1 (optical flow only uses pixel value) to 128 (one SIFT descriptor is of length 128 typically). This descriptor length increment causes that SIFT flow can only achieve pixelprecision (the resulting u(x, y) and v(x, y) are integer-valued) to guarantee tractability [35] . This pixel-precision constraint will dramatically deteriorate the detection performance of resulting hash vectors. On the other hand, optical flow has very short descriptor length (of length 1 for grayscale image, which is used in hashing applications), optimization of (8) can give sub-pixel precision (the resulting u(x, y) and v(x, y) are real-valued). As a result, hash vectors based on optical flow will have much better detection performance than that based on SIFT flow and this is the reason that we choose optical flow in our algorithm.
C. Distance Boosting 1) Optimization Problem Formulation:
We propose distance boosting, which tries to fuse different distances through linear combination as AdaBoost [37] does for classifiers. Both framebased hashes h f and flow hashes h o are utilized so that the overall detection performance can be improved. In the training phase:
we try to make d boost between visually same videos smaller than that between visually different videos, as much as possible. Since (14) is linear respective to α 1 , α 2 , we can set our goal to be:
where 
where [·] + is defined by:
2) Reduction to Linear Programming: Slack variable technique [38] used in 1−norm soft margin SVM can be used to simplify (17) to a linear programming. By introducing slack variables ξ i, j,k , (17) is equivalent to
(19) is in turn equivalent to
Now both the objective function and the constraints are affine functions with respective to α 1 , α 2 , ξ i, j,k , (19) is a linear programming. Fast numerical techniques yield the optimal solution.
III. RELATIONS TO EXISTING WORK
The proposed distance boosting is closely related to spectral hashing, distance metric learning and distance combination. This section will describe their relations.
A. Relations With Spectral Hashing
Now we describe the advantage of the proposed distance boosting comparting with other hash fusion methods. Most of existing fusion methods are based on an embedding mechanism called spectral hashing, which tries to learn a set of binary codes {z i } n i=1 of length k (for convenience, the two values are chosen to be ±1 rather than 0 and 1, i.e., z i ∈ {−1, 1} k ) from a set of real-valued vectors {x i } n i=1 , such that isometry property approximately holds up to a positive constant (whenever x i is close to x j , the corresponding z i is close to z j ). This goal is achieved via [19] :
From (21), we can see that when x i is close to x j , exp(−
) will be large, so the minimization result of (21) will generate close z i and z j . In 21, the constraint n i=1 z i = 0 requires each bit to be 1 with probability 1 2 ; the constraint 1 n n i=1 z i z T i = I makes the bits to be uncorrelated. Unlike distance boosting (17) which is straightforward to solve, spectral hashing (21) is very difficult to find the globally optimal solution due to the constraint z i ∈ {−1, 1} k , i = 1 . . . n. In practice, (21) is solved non-optimally by first solving:
then discretize the resulting z i by comparing with 0. To use spectral hashing to fuse multiple types of multimedia hash vectors, it is first needed to be modified to suit the particular media hash requirement (robustness and discriminability).
[16] did this via introducing two different scale factors ε 1 , ε 2 and a weighting coefficient 0 < α < 1, and solve the following optimization problem:
Here, ε 1 is a scale factor for robustness, ε 2 is a scale factor for discriminability, the weighting coefficient 0 < α < 1 balances these two. In (23), when x i , x j come from visually the same videos, x i − x j 2 2 will be small, exp(−
) will be large, so the first term in (23) is the main term, and the minimization result of (23) will generate close z i , z j . Similar analysis can be applied to the case when x i , x j come from visually different videos to show that in this case the generated z i , z j will be far way from each other. Now having (23) , [16] implemented hash fusion in the following way: Suppose having two different types of real-valued hash
, in order to generate binary hash codes (24) is solved:
))
Note that in (24) four scale factors are introduced (two scale factors are introduced for each hash type). From (24), we can see that whenever there are sufficiently large number of new videos adding to the database so that model needs to be retrained, (24) needs to be resolved and all existing hash vectors {z i } n i=1 in the database needs to be regenerated. For large databases in real application, storing the newly generated hash vectors and deleting the obsolete ones will have high cost and hence (24) is not preferred. However, from (17), we can see that when model retraining is needed, the proposed distance boosting (17) only needs to recalculate α 1 and α 2 , all the existing hash vectors in the database can be kept untouched. In this sense, our proposed distance boosting (17) is future-proof and is better than spectral-hashing-based fusion such as (24) .
B. Relations With Distance Metric Learning (DML)
The proposed distance boosting has close relations with the classic problem of distance metric learning [39] - [46] . In classic metric learning, a Mahalanobis distance between two vectors z, y of the form
is optimized through choosing appropriate M, which is required to be positive semidefinite, with the goal of minimizing the distances between vectors with the same labels and maximizing the ones with different labels. One well-known DML method, large-margin nearest-neighbor (LMNN, [39] ), achieves this goal by solving the following optimization problem: 
Now we set up the relations between DML (26) and distance boosting (17) . To do this, suppose in (17), the frame-base hash vector h f ∈ R n 1 , flow-hashing-based vector h o ∈ R n 2 , define
Substituting (28) and (29) into (26), for
where
Comparing (37) with (14), if the frame-base vectors h f are of the same length, then a special case of DML, in which the matrix M is a diagonal matrix, will be approximately the same as distance boosting, where the distances combined are two squared Euclidean distances. Herein lies a key difference with the proposed distance boosting, which is more general in the sense that it can fuse not only Euclidean distances, but other non-Euclidean measures. In our application, we use distance boosting to fuse a dynamic time warping distance d DTW with a Euclidean distance d FH ; here, d DTW is not Euclidean and cannot be induced through a norm. Note further that d DTW can even be used to measure the distance of different lengths due to frame deletion/insertion; so the proposed distance boosting has broader applicability than distance metric learning, which can only be applied to distances between vectors of the same length.
C. Differences From Distance Combination
Note that distance boosting is inspired by the distance combination technique proposed in [47] , which is based on distance metric learning. Distance combination technique tries to compute a linear combination of different metrics d 1 (, ), d 2 (, ) between the same type of hash vectors (x i , x j ), through the following optimization:
There are significant differences between distance combination (39) and the proposed distance boosting (17): 1) The objective function in distance combination (39) tries to minimize the distances between vectors of the same class labels and separately, to maximize the the ones corresponding to different classes; these two goals are implemented by two terms that are summed together and weighted by the constant C. While in our method (17), we achieve these two goals via only one term: We try to maximize the gap between distances corresponding to different classes (non-matching distances) and the ones corresponding to the same class (matching distances). Our optimization is more reasonable, because in video hashing application scenario, what we care is the relative difference between matching distances and non-matching distances: as long as the non-matching distances are larger than matching distances, the detection decision will be correct. We don't care the absolute values of matching distances and non-matching distances. 2) Because of the first difference, distance combination (39) needs cross-validation to identify two parameters C and λ before deciding the final α 1 and α 2 . But our algorithm (17) can be implemented in a completely automatic manner; no cross-validation is needed. 3) Distance combination (39) does not require α 1 ≥ 0 or α 2 ≥ 0; as a result, the output distance may become negative. In our distance boosting (17), we force the constraints α 1 ≥ 0 and α 2 ≥ 0, so the resulting distance will be always non-negative. We believe non-negativity is one of the most important properties of a "metric" and should be preserved. 4) According to [47] , distance combination (39) can only fuse distances between the same type of hash vectors. While in our distance boosting (17), we can also fuse metrics between different types of hash vectors; in our application, we indeed fuse two different hash vectors, frame-based hash vectors h f and flow-hashing-based vectors h o .
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
Detection performance is measured by ROCs of a binary hypothesis test problem where H 1 assumes the query video V q is a distorted version of the reference video V r ; H 0 assumes V q and V r are visually different videos. The error probabilities are defined as
where A(·) denotes content-preserving attacks. The distortions/attacks we test against are shown in Table I . The visual effect of these distortions are shown in Fig. 3 . We compare our algorithm with two widely cited methods in CGO [3] and TIRI [4] ; the algorithm parameters are set so that FH, CGO and TIRI will produce hash vectors of roughly the same length (64, 80, 72, respectively). 700 videos are downloaded from YouTube. In each simulation, 700 matching video pairs and 700 visually distinct video pairs are used. In FH with distance boosting, 350 pairs are used in training and other 350 pairs are used in testing. Each video is normalized to 64 × 64 × 2 f/s.
A. Benefits of DTW Based Automatic Synchronization
We choose flow hashing (FH) as H(·), and Euclidean metric as d(·, ·), and plot the ROCs of three cases: 1) DTW: Synchronized using the proposed method; 2) Optimal: This is the ground truth scenario where the frame deletion/insertion positions are perfectly known; 3) Random: Assume frames are deleted/inserted at random positions. Note that Case 2 though unrealistic, provides a natural bound to benchmark any synchronization method. Case 3 is representative of the current real-world scenario since YouTube for example doesn't know the deletion/insertion positions chosen by a potentially malicious uploader. Fig. 4 reveals that the proposed method can significantly improve detection performance under temporal attacks in particular.
The proposed DTW-based synchronization method can achieve automatic synchronization for not only FH vectors, but also other types of video hashing methods. Fig. 5 shows the benefits of the proposed synchronization method to CGO hashes. Again, the detection performance is significantly improved comparing with random recuperation.
B. Why Distance Boosting Works
We make different choices of d(·, ·) to explain why the proposed distance boosting can improve detection performance. We plot the histogram of normalized d DTW in (12) , d FH in (13) and d boost in (14) , respectively, in Fig. 6 , from which we can see that if we only use either frame-based hashes h f (from which d DTW is calculated), or flow hashes h o (from which d FH is calculated), the histogram of distances between nonmatching pairs (red part in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) ) will have significant overlap with that between matching pairs (blue part in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) ). But if we fuse h o and h f using the proposed distance boosting method in (17) , d boost between matching video pairs will tend to be much smaller than that between nonmatching video pairs, resulting that the blue histogram and red histogram in Fig. 6 (c) will be much less overlapping than if use only h o or h f . This reduced overlap in turn improves detection performance, which is verified next.
C. ROC Comparisons Against State of the Art Video Hashing Techniques
We now perform a statistical comparison against widely used and cited video hashing methods. TIRI [4] in particular, has been shown and argued [48] as one of the most competitive video hashing methods available.
We synchronize the query video using the proposed DTW-based method to get V syn q as described in Algorithm 1, We also compare the proposed distance boosting with another supervised fusion technique distance combination [47] . More specifically, we use distance combination to fuse the Euclidean distance between FH vectors d FH and dynamic time warping-based distance d DTW . According to [47] , we set the parameters in (39) as follows: C = 1, λ = 100. The result is shown in Fig. 7 , from which we can see that only for Attack 1, the proposed distance boosting is slightly worse than distance combination while for other 7 attacks, distance boosting significantly outperforms distance combination. This may be due to the fact that distance boosting is parameter-free while in distance combination, we need to manually tune the parameters C and λ; for different attacks, there may be different optimal values of C and λ.
D. Run Time Comparisons
We compare the run-time of FH, TIRI and CGO in Table II as employed with DTW-based synchronization. More specifically, we search a query video from a database consisting of Table II . it may be inferred that Flow Hashing is slightly slower than TIRI and CGO; this is possibly due to the time-consuming optical flow estimation process. Since the gap in efficiency is not large and can be further reduced by parallelization, FH is still promising due to its significant gain in detection performance.
V. CONCLUSION
We address the significant open challenge of temporal desynchronization via a novel video hashing framework that involves DTW based synchronization followed by computation of flow hash vectors. Further, distance boosting is proposed to capture complementary information in FH and DTW hash distances which delivers enhanced ROC performance even under severe spatio-temporal distortions. Future research can investigate computational aspects of synchronization and architectures/techniques to speed up hash comparisons.
